adoptables feature
The following form is a guideline which will help create the perfect adoptables profile for your special animal.
Please read through carefully and try to answer as many questions as possible.
Once complete save this PDF and email it to rescue@lifeofpikelet.com along with your logo, photo’s and video.

about your rescue organisation
My rescue organisation name is: 
(Please attach your latest logo and send through with this form)
Facebook link is: 
Instagram link is: 
Website link is: 
Donation to rescue website link is: 
Contact person: 
Adoption enquiry email: 
Adoption enquiry phone number: 
Address: 
Suburb:

State/Provence: 

Postcode:

Country: 

about your rescue animal
Please feature my:

Dog

Name:

Cat

Other: 
Sex:

male  female

Age: 

(Please attach at least 5 photos and send through with this form). (Please attach a link to a video).
Location of animal
Suburb:

State/Provence: 

Postcode:

Country: 

Adoption profile link is: 
Adoption fee is: 
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adoptables feature
quick info (please tick)
Desexed/neutered on date:        

To be rehomed on a desex/neutered contract

Wormed

Heart worm treated

Vaccinations up to date

Blood work checked

Flea and Tick treated

Micro-chipped

Good with dogs

Good with cats

Good with kids

Available for interstate adoption

Dental inspected

Local adoption only

full description
(i.e.) how long in foster care, in foster care do they currently live with other animals, have they had extra training, describe their
uniqueness including breed, markings and personality, any quirks that people may find interesting, how their health is going,
what are they like at home, with other different animals like cats, out and about, energy level, do they play with toys, are they a
little destructive, are they crate trained, how do they sleep at night, what is their current diet, are they toilet trained, how are they
with children, are they anxious and do they have separation anxiety, overall try to put a positive spin on your description, etc.
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adoptables feature
health
(i.e.) Describe full health, and vet work, if the animal may need surgery in the future




Paragraph to end full description
“Before you read the below adoption criteria it is extremely important that potential adopters give great thought and
communicate in their adoption application as to what their home set up and routine plan is for the first few weeks/months if they
are the successful adopter of this very sweet, very sort after animal. They cannot be settled in over just a weekend and then left
on a Monday home alone while you return to work, not even just for a few hours… There needs to be a plan outlined so that their
foster family can feel assured they are going to be set up for success and not further develop any issues.”

Deal breakers
(i.e.) experience with a certain breed, another dog, adopters home more then not, continued training, indoor most of the time,
keep in contact with current foster family etc.





Non deal breakers
(i.e.) extra activities could be suggested like agility, dock diving, join a community club for their particulate breed,




Adoption information
(i.e.) where is the general location of the animal in foster care, is the animal available for interstate adoption and note the
successful candidate will need to come to foster care location to complete adoption paperwork and travel home with them.
Video footage of their yard & home will also need to be provided along with the agreement to a possible home check by a local
rescue volunteer.




Adoption application link is: 
Contact person to send application to is: 
Contact email to send application to is: 
You’re now complete. Just save it and email it to rescue@lifeofpikelet.com along with your logo, photo’s and video.
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